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A PROJECT ON BUSINESS PLANFOR GROCERY STOREDEVELOPED BYNAME: SUMIT PATEL Executive
Summary: I am Sumit Patel, business advisor of Summit grocery store. Our business plan includes marketing plan,
operational plan, financial plan, different strategy, and.

In view of that, we have positioned our supermarket store to service the residence of Baton Rouge â€”
Louisiana and every other key cities through the United States of America where we intend opening our chains
of supermarket stores. For a small fee you can get the industry's best online privacy or publicly promote your
presentations and slide shows with top rankings. Our Target Market It will be safe to categorically state that
the supermarket and grocery store industry has the widest range of customers; everybody on planet earth has
one or more things that they would need in a supermarket or grocery store. Check out PowerShow. Aside from
having varieties of products in a store, one of the easiest ways for supermarket and grocery stores to sell the
goods on their racks as fast as they can and keep re â€” stocking is to ensure that the prices of their goods are a
bit lower than what is obtainable in elsewhere. As a matter of fact, it is now a common trend for supermarkets
and grocery outlets to leverage on technology to effectively predict consumer demand patterns and to
strategically position their shop to meet their needs; in essence, the use of technology help retailers to
maximize supply chain efficiencies. All for free. No doubt data collected from customers goes a long way to
help supermarkets and grocery stores serve them better. We are in business to retail a wide range of goods and
groceries to the following groups of people; Households. Most of the presentations and slideshows on
PowerShow. Threat: One of the major threats that we are likely going to face when we launch our supermarket
business is economic downturn. Or use it to upload your own PowerPoint slides so you can share them with
your teachers, class, students, bosses, employees, customers, potential investors or the world. Another
common trend in the supermarket and grocery store industry is the pricing system. But aside from that it's free.
You can use PowerShow. Or use it to find and download high-quality how-to PowerPoint ppt presentations
with illustrated or animated slides that will teach you how to do something new, also for free. Opportunities:
The fact that we shall operate our supermarket in between one of the biggest residential estates and business
districts in Baton Rouge â€” Louisiana provides us with unlimited opportunities to sell our goods to a large
number of people. It is a strategy that helps them welcome new customers and also reinforce the loyalty of old
customers. Supermarkets and grocery stores also engage in massive clearance sales and discount sales to
attract customers. We'll even convert your presentations and slide shows into the universal Flash format with
all their original multimedia glory, including animation, 2D and 3D transition effects, embedded music or
other audio, or even video embedded in slides. We have conducted our market research and we have ideas of
what our target market would be expecting from us. Nanny Agency Business Plan â€” SWOT Analysis We
are well informed that there are several supermarkets and grocery stores all around Baton Rouge â€”
Louisiana and even in the same location where we intend opening our supermarket, which is why we are
following the due process of establishing a business. And, best of all, most of its cool features are free and
easy to use. We know that if a proper SWOT analysis is conducted for our business, we will be able to
position our business to maximize our strength, leverage on the opportunities that will be available to us,
mitigate our risks and be welled equipped to confront our threats. Barry Whyte Supermarket, Inc. We have
been able to conduct thorough feasibility studies and market survey and we know what our potential clients
will be looking for when they visit our supermarket; we are well positioned to take on the opportunities that
will come our way. The introduction of technology and subsequently online grocery cum retail store has
indeed helped in reshaping the industry. Responsible for financial forecasting and risks analysis. You can
choose whether to allow people to download your original PowerPoint presentations and photo slideshows for
a fee or free or not at all. He updates job knowledge by participating in educational opportunities. Whether
your application is business, how-to, education, medicine, school, church, sales, marketing, online training or
just for fun, PowerShow. There is truly something for everyone! Another threat that may likely confront us is
the arrival of a new supermarket, grocery store or retail outlet in same location where ours is located. That's all
free as well!


